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Separate orders

▪ You must order orders with excess (Functions (menu) -> Licence information)
▪ Benefit payer must be entered into customer register, and set year’s excess.
▪ Enter also transported customers into customer register. When you bill, enter also invoicing 

information.
▪ Create order type for reparate order, for which you set payment method, e.g. Invoicing (Excess cash) 

or Invoicing. You may also set benefit payer to order type. You may also set this by customer.
▪ Order is priced manually, according to pricing table, from taximeter (no price set, benefit payer does 

not have contract set) or by benefit payer’s contract (no price set, benefit payer has contract set)
▪ Excess is collected from transported customer and price over excess is invoiced from benefit payer
▪ When transported customer’s excess iss full for a year, set this in customer information.

Cancellation of order (customer cancels order)

▪ Customer cancels order from the link embedded into your web-page.
▪ open Licence information –application (Functions –menu)
▪ embed link used to cancel orders into your homepages. By clicking the link, your customers 

can cancel their future orders. You also may distribute the link as is to your customers. 
Requires ordering of Internet orders and offer requests. 

▪ You may also manually cancel or remove order when customer informs you.



Collection/distributon (order with one or several benefit payers)

▪ You must order orders with excess (Functions (menu) -> Licence information)
▪ Benefit payer must be entered into customer register, and set year’s excess.
▪ Enter also transported customers into customer register. When you bill, enter also invoicing 

information.
▪ Collections/distributions are routed orders with excess.
▪ Create order types for collections and distributions. These are exclusive routed transports, which 

payment method in Invoicing (Excess cash) or Invoicing
▪ Set pricing model for order type, e.g. Routed collection, price by time, in which case benefit payers 

are billed in proportion of transported customer’s transport time (in relation to all transported 
customers transport time)

▪ Order can contain transported customers from several benefit payers (e.g. two municipalities), in 
which case the the invoice is divided between benefit payers in proportion of benefit payer’s 
transported customers transport time

▪ Order is priced manually, according to pricing table, from taximeter (no price set, benefit payer does 
not have contract set) or by benefit payer’s contract (no price set, benefit payer has contract set)

▪ Excess is collected from transported customer and price over excess is invoiced from benefit payer
▪ When transported customer’s excess iss full for a year, set this in customer information.

Cancellation of order (customer cancels order)

▪ Customer cancels order from the link embedded into your web-page.
▪ open Licence information –application (Functions –menu)
▪ embed link used to cancel orders into your homepages. By clicking the link, your customers 

can cancel their future orders. You also may distribute the link as is to your customers. 
Requires ordering of Internet orders and offer requests. 

▪ Cancelled order will be invoiced. If you wish that cancelled order is not to be invoiced, remove 
cancelled routepoint row from order.

▪ You may also manually cancel or remove order when customer informs you.


